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This survey is a collaborative project between members of the Canadian RDM Survey 
Consortium (https://portagenetwork.ca/about/network-of-expertise/rdm-survey-
consortium/), which at the moment of writing includes the following institutions: 
Dalhousie University, McGill University, McMaster University, Queen’s University, 
Ryerson University, University of Alberta (U of A), University of British Columbia 
(UBC), University of Ottawa, University of Toronto (U of T), University of Waterloo, 
University of Windsor, and Western University. The survey research team from the 
library consisted of Francine Berish, Alexandra Cooper, Suzanne Maranda, Jeremy 
Heil, Jeff Moon and Tatiana Zaraiskaya (PI). 
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Which of the following best describes the type of research data you generate or use 
in a typical research project? Select all that apply: (SSHBELPS and HS – Q9; ES - Q3
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How much data storage do you estimate you use in an average research project? 
Select one: (SSHBELPS and HS – Q8; ES - Q2
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Institutional repository for long-term access and preservation of research data
-You could mention Dataverse is used with institutional branding and a mediated 
deposit workflow here at Queen’s. Another piece you could mention is QUL’s Digital 
Asset Management project. I believe that SP has been looking into repositories as a 
service, but there is no capacity at present, and nothing to report on publicly.

Assistance with issues associated with data preservation and/or sharing
Yes, Project Permafrost is offered by SP as a preservation service 
(https://spotdocs.scholarsportal.info/display/PER/Permafrost+Home), which we are 
considering participating in as part of the DAM project work. The OLRC 
(https://cloud.scholarsportal.info/) offers cloud storage infrastructure for long term 
preservation over a high-speed network. Queen’s hosts one of the 5 nodes and we 
are starting to develop preservation policies for utilizing it!

Data storage and backup during active research projects
-There is a possibility of integrating ownCloud (open-source desktop client, like 
dropbox) with the OLRC here at the library, which could be set up to facilitate various 
types of workflows, and perhaps active storage for research teams. You could 
mention that we are looking into ownCloud/OLRC as one of the possibilities here. 
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• Continue to engage in provincial, national, and international RDM and 
infrastructure initiatives with the goal of expanding RDM capacity, 
expertise, and collaboration.

• Expand Queen’s nationally-recognized strengths in research data and 
prepare for increased demand for data management support.

• Provide researcher workshops and modules on best-practices and training 
materials, leveraging Portage’s DMP Assistant and training materials, and 
tailoring for specific disciplines at Queen’s.

• Assist researchers with selecting appropriate platforms (local, regional, 
national, domain-specific, etc.) for research dissemination and preservation 
that reduce cost barriers and are guided by the FAIR data principles – that 
data must be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable.

• Support researchers in intentionally licensing their research data alongside 
publications and other research results so that they retain their ownership 
while promoting data stewardship and openness.

• Improve communication channels and website presences to share 
information about services offered, and funding and journal requirements.
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The DVNWG has made recommendations that will support equitable access to 
Dataverse infrastructure and training for all Canadian universities. We are also trying 
to establish standard metadata models for Dataverse collections.
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